Greetings,
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I hope this finds you warm in cold weather, or, if you are in warm
weather, I hope this finds you grateful!

I know, I know, I’ve said in past Brainworks that I wouldn’t bore you
about my children, but my birthday is soon so please indulge me one more
time, or maybe two.

My 10 year old son Ian admires Abraham Lincoln

because of his dictionary of quotations. Ian regularly wears a shirt with
President Lincoln’s picture and a caption that reads “Swagger”. This shirt
has been worn and washed so many times that the once red shirt is now a
lovely shade of pink.
“If I had an hour to chop down a tree, I would spend 45 minutes
sharpening my axe.”
The quote by Abraham Lincoln was one that Ian recently shared, and
my thoughts instantly went to our newest software tool Clean Slate
Complete. But, for our purpose, the tree is time wasting computer threats
and Clean Slate Complete is your axe. Clean Slate Complete combines the
features of Fortres 101 and Clean Slate. Easy to configure and easy to
use, Clean Slate Complete gives you control over your Windows computers
wherever they reside. This is install and forget endpoint security. Sharpen
your axe by installing Clean Slate Complete, take back your time, and take
advantage of the complete solution to malicious or accidental destructions
of computers.
Learn More About Clean Slate Complete!
Try a Free Demo!
Request a Sales Quote!
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And as Abraham Lincoln once said, “Whatever you are, be a good one.”
Oh, and one more I can’t resist sharing: “How many legs does a dog
have if you count his tail as a leg?
Four. You can call a tail a leg if you want to, but that doesn’t make
it a leg.”
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